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PulseTM Drapery System

Snap out of it.    Upgrade from snap tape style drapes to the Pulse Drapery System.

The Pulse System eliminates several of the most common complaints with snap tape draperies.

Drapes are hard to snap on and snap off.  The Pulse system uses easy to install shirring hooks 1. 
instead of snaps.  They are as easy to install as pin on hook draperies.  
Snap tape carriers break when removing the drapes.  Extra care is always needed when remov-2. 
ing a snap tape drape to avoid any carrier breakage.  In Hotels this has been an issue as staff and 
guests are not always as careful as they should be.   The two piece snap tape carrier helps to re-
duce this problem for snap tape drapes but the two piece carrier is more expensive than the one 
piece.  The Pulse System has a low carrier cost and helps to eliminate any breakage issues.
Drapes have to be trimmed to an exact width often wasting fabric or having seams in places you 3. 
do not want them.   Instead of using a snap  tape with  fixed snap spacing of 4.25”,  the pulse 
system uses a specially designed tape and shirring hooks.  Hooks can be placed at whatever spac-
ing you want.     You can fabricate your drapes at different flat widths and still make them fit your 
rod.     E.g.  If you have a snap tape rod with 14 carriers you would have to fabricate your flat panel 
at approximately 61.75” (depending on overlaps and returns).  This is wider than most fabrics and 
would result in using 2 widths of fabric, wasting the majority of the second one.  Using Pulse you 
can easily use one width of fabric with 14 hooks eliminating waste and eliminating a seam right 
near the edge of the drape.  Always fabricate your rod first to determine the amount of shirring 
hooks required.

Pulse Carriers fit  KS, CRS, CS, H J1000, H J1001 and H J2000 tracks.
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Pulse Joined Carrier  
Fits ks, crs, cs, h j1000, h j1001 and h j2000  

H J1010-060     2 5/8”  spacing
H J1010-100     2 1/8”  spacing

    

Translucent Pulse Heading Tape  
25mm (.984”) x 150 meter roll

H 1758-025    

Translucent Pulse Heading Tape  
75mm (2.953”) x 100 meter roll

H 1758-075    

Metal Shirring Hook 
sold in multiples of 100 

H 1749     

White Plastic Shirring Hooks 
Plastic hooks lock on to the carrier 
sold in multiples of 100

H 1750   


